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Wn'te "T" for true or "F" for false in the brackets.

1. The Sun is our main source of electricity. ( )

2. Fossil fuels give off heat and light when they burn. ( )

3. In a power station, electrical energy is converted from other
sources of energy. ( )

4. Wood stores heat energy and light energy. ( )

5. The heat from the Sun is used to produce steam in a coal-fired
power station to boil water. ( )

Fill in the blanks with the most suitable words.

1. Food gives us , to do work.

2. The energy that is needed for the water cycle is

3. Solar energy refers to energy produced by the,

4. Oil (petroleum) and coal are fuels.

5. A battery is like a power station because both produce

energy.

is (a) Which source of energy do plants on Earth depend on?

(b) State one way in which humans use plants as a source of energy.



,. Study the diagram below.
./'

(a) What energy source does the wind turbine use to generate
electricity?

(b) What is the disadvantage of this source of energy?

(a) Wood is an energy source. Describe how the energy stored in wood

can be traced back to the Sun.

What forms of energy are produced when wood burns?

(c) Give an example to show how wood is used as a source of energy

in our daily lives.



^. (a) Can we depend on oil (petroleum) as our only source of energy?
Why?

(b) Name two other sources of energy that are not classified as fuels.

5. Study the diagram of a power station below.

powerhouse

long distance power lines

(a) Where is the energy source of this power station?

(b) What is the reason for buitding the reservoir at a higher level than
the turbine?



6.
Sun

heat energy for

(a)

light energy for

(b)

(e)

provides

light energy for

(0

which provide
humans and other
animals thaî eat
them with

(d)

that is transferred to

Biofuels such as
wood and paper

:ill in îhe blanks and compiete the fotlowing passage.

heat energy for

The weather

which creates

(9)

Hydroelectric
energy

(h)

Fossil fuets such
as oil and gas

which are
turned into

(f)

The Sun is our main (a)

cdled(b).

(c).

are usuaily painted (e)

of tight and heaf energy. Its energy is

. energy. lî can be converîed inîo elecîrical energy in solar

or can be used to heat (d)__.Solar panels

to absorb heat from the Sun, even on

cloudy days. Waîer is heated as it flows through pipes inside the solar panels.



Use the information below to answer Qu©stêQns@ t.

Todd made a boat as shown below. The windmill was attached to a propeller at
the bottom of fhe boat. The boat moved swiffly in the water. However, half-way
through, the windmill fell off. The boat continued to move, but at a slower speed.

windmill

boat

propeller

Todd osked his students to fill in a table as shown below. Which table shows
the correct answer?

(1)

(2)

Wind

Sun

Moving water

^
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(3)

(4)

( )

Wind ^

Sun y

Moving water ^

Wind ^

Sun ^

Moving water ^

Wind
!SBTaai

Sun ^

Moving water ^



What would happen if Todd fixed another set of windmill and propeller to
the boat?

windmill

(1) The boat would move backwards.
(2) The boat would move faster.
(3) The boat would move slower.
(4) There would be no change to the speed of the boat.

Look aî the diagrams below.

Figure A:
A kite in the sky

Name the source of energy for:

(a) (i) Figure A:

Figure B:
Remote controlled plane

(ii) Figure B:

(b) Lisî two advantages of using the source of energy in (a)(i).

(c) List a disadvantage of using the source of energy in (a)(i).



Use the information below to answer Questions îâ'and 1

Shaun wanted to find the distance travelled by a car released at the top of four
ramps with different surfaces. The horizontal distance travelled by the car (A cm)
was measured from the bottom of fhe ramp.

Acm

1fc What form of energy enabled the toy car to travel down the ramp and along
the horizonîal surface?

(1) Kinetic energy
(2) Light energy
(3) Potential energy
(4) Soundenergy ( )

11,, Shaun carried out the experiment on four ramps, W, X, Y and Z. The results
are recorded in the table shown below.

w
x

38

45

21

62

He wrote the energy conversion by the toy car below.

Potential energy—^Kinetic energy + Sound energy + Heat energy

On which ramp was the least amount of heaf and sound energy produced?

(2) Ramp X
(3) Ramp Y
(4) Ramp Z



j 9, Danny has a calculator as shown below.

(a) Besides the battery, what is the other source of energy that can power
the calculator?

(b) The calculator cannot work when Danny uses it in a room with very little
lighî. However, when Danny takes the calculator outdoors where there
js sufficienî light, the calculator is able to work. Why is this so?

The diagram below shows a fueî-burning power station and a hydroelectric
power station.

<C3

A fuel-burning power sfation A hydroelectric power station

(a) Staîe the difference between îhe two power stations.

(b) Whaî is the advanîage of using a hydroelectric power station?



'^
Fill in the blanks in the concept map betow.

TheSun

gives out

which causes air to heat
up and rise, resulting in the

movement of air called

which causes water on
the Earth to evaporate,
condense and fall as rain
into rivers which contain

which is needed for
photosynthesis by

Plants

which directly or indirectly
provide animals with

that is transferred to and
stored in fuels formed from
the remains ofplants and
animals over millions of

yearscalled

(9)
suchascoal,oiland
naturalgas

are

^é, (a) What form of energy do fossil fuels contain?

(b) Are fossil fuels a limited resource? Explain your answer.



t X is found on the roof of a house. X can trap solar energy and convert it to electrical energy.
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(a) What is the source of energy for X? What wilt happen to living things if this source of
energy no longer exists?

(b) What can you conclude from (a)?

(c) Suggest one advantage and one disadvantage of using X to provide energy.

1. Coal is the same as charcoal.
Coal is formed from the remains of plants buried underground millions of

years ago, but charcoal is formed by heating wood.

All fuels are fossil fuels.
Alt fossil fuels are fuels but not alt fuels are fossil fuets. For exomple, wood,
coal, oil and natural gas ore fuels. Unlike coal, oil and natural gas which
take mitlions of years to form from the remains of tiny plants and animals,
wood is obtained from trees and is noî a fossil fuel.


